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A stainless steel water bottle with 700

ml capacity. The water bottle is equipped

with a mount and is easy to keep clean.

Its great advantage is that it does not leak.

Aluminum bottle covered with soft touch

rubberized steel. It has an easy-to-use

spout for drinking. Opening the bottle is

possible with one hand. It is certiﬁed for

Measurements: 255x75 mm

Capacity: 700 ml.

Measurements: 225x70 mm

Capacity: 600 ml.

food contact.

WATER BOTTLE
COLORISSIMO (HB02)

WATER BOTTLE
COLORISSIMO (HB01)

An incredible thermal mug made of

high-quality stainless steel. Double walls

perfectly maintain the desired temperature.

An external non-slip layer reduces the risk

Leakproof thermal mug made of stainless

steel. It has a double wall to keep heat.

It is covered with a soft touch rubberized

surface, so it does not slip out of your hand.

Measurements: 210x75 mm

Capacity: 450 ml

Measurements: 174x125 x85 mm

Capacity: 450 ml

of accidental dropping.

THERMAL MUG
COLORISSIMO (HD02)

THERMAL MUG
COLORISSIMO (HD01)

Materials: rubber, plastic, stainless steel

Capacity: 500 ml.

Measurements: 250x 75mm

surface, so it does not slip out of your hand.

It is covered with a soft touch rubberized

steel. It has a double wall to keep heat.

Soft touch thermos made of stainless

THERMOS
COLORISSIMO (HT01)

with an easy-to-use spout for drinking.

consumed safely. The water bottle is equipped

comfortable handle that allows hot drinks to be

has a vacuum-insulated double wall and a

bottle set with a soft touch ﬁnish. The mug

Practical Colorissimo thermal mug and water

THERMAL MUG
& WATER BOTTLE SET
(HD01/HB01)

Printing: T, UV

Packing: elegant carton box

Materials: rubber, plastic, stainless steel

Measurements: 300x240x95 mm

The set is packed in an elegant carton box.

with a pleasant, soft touch rubberized surface.

bottle from the Colorissimo collection, both covered

Practical set including a thermal mug and a water

WATER BOTTLE
& THERMAL MUG SET
(HB02 /HD02)

Printing: T, UV

Packing: elegant carton box

Materials: rubber, plastic, stainless steel

Measurements: 300x240x95 mm

packed in an elegant carton box.

a pleasant, soft touch rubberized surface. The set is

Protection
The OVP circuit prevents
voltage surges from
damaging the device.

Automatic Charger
Protection
Detects when the charger is
inserted incorrectly and will

Heat-sensitive and
temperature control
mechanisms ensure batteries
operate within a safe range.

Short-circuit protection
The motherboard and battery
are automatically protected
in the event of a short circuit.

CE sign indicates conformity
with health, safety, and
environmental rotection
standards for products sold.

Electrical / electronic equipment
manufacturers planning to sell
their products must ensure
that their equipment won’t

automatically stop charging.

Input Over-Voltage

Temperature Resistance

All Colorissimo® power banks contain the following features:

devices

r

2. Standby with a fully charged battery: 3 months.

1. Playing time with a fully charged battery: 2.5-3.5 hours

microphone.

response from 90 Hz to 20 KHz. The speaker also has a built-in

Features a built-in 300 mAh lithium battery. Wide frequency

speaker with 3 W power and a range of up to 10 metres.

with a clear sound and a wide range of colours. Bluetooth

The Colour Sound speaker is a comfortable, compact speaker

COLOUR SOUND SPEAKER (PS05)

2. Standby with a fully charged battery: 3 months.

hours.

1. Playing time with a fully charged battery: 3-3.5

make telephone calls.

a built-in microphone, which makes it possible to

from 90 Hz to 20 KHz. The speaker also has

mAh lithium battery. Wide frequency response

a range of up to 10 metres. Features a built-in 800

Bluetooth speaker with great 2 x 3W power and

SURRON SPEAKER (PS20)

Registration, Evaluation
and Authorisation of Chemicals

COMPILANCE

Input: DC 5V / 1A Output: DC 5V 1A

and digital cameras.

devices, including smartphones, tablets

FC) and ensures safe charging of all USB

Li-polymer battery grade A (CE, Rohs,

mAh is a product with a high-quality

Power bank Ray with a capacity of 4000

RAY POWER BANK
4000 mAh (PB40)

ts

ll

performance and a short charging time.

It has a USB port and is powered from

Input: DC 5V / 1A Output: DC 5V 1A

your device. Includes led lamp and micro

Input: DC 5V / 1A Output: DC 5V 2,1A

USB port.

a micro USB port.

performance and fast charging time for

best

which

ensure

battery cells produced on LG components

to

on LG components, ensuring the highest

mAh. It is a product with a high-grade

adapted

The DUO 2600 mAh powerbank is based

Power bank DUO with a capacity of 5200

are

DUO POWER BANK
2600 mAh (PB28)

DUO POWER BANK
5200 mAh (PB54)

Short-circuit
protection

Input Over-Voltage
Protection

Temperature

B

Measurements: 190x128x85 mm

Output: 5.0 V/5 A,

Input: AC100-240 V/1000 mA,

material. Black power cable included.

time. It is covered with a nice soft touch

will quickly charge up to 5 devices at a

Charging station with 5 USB ports which

DESK CHARGER
POWER TOWER (PT50)

all

C

Materials: ABS + polycarbonate

Measurements: 80x37x27 mm

Input: DC12-24 V, output: DC 5 V/1 A

It has overload protection.

charge your phone and other USB devices.

material, with a colorful insert. It will quickly

USB car charger made of soft touch

USB CAR CHARGER
RUBBY (PC40)

Packing: Elegant carton box

Materials: ABS + polycarbonate

Measurements: 340x530x820 mm

elegant carton box.

Duo power bank 5200 mAh set packed in

A practical desk charger Colorssimo and

SET: DESK CHARGER
& DUO POWER BANK
5200 mAh (PT50/PB54)

Printing: T, DV

Packing: Elegant carton box

Materials: ABS + polycarbonate

Measurements: 155x120x35 mm

elegant carton box.

power bank 2600 mAh set packed in

A practical car charger Rubby and Duo

SET: CAR CHARGER
RUBBY & DUO POWER
BANK 2600 mAh
(PC40/PB28)

Printing: T, DV

Packing: Elegant carton box

Materials: ABS + polycarbonate

Measurements: 155x120x35 mm

elegant carton box.

power bank 4000 mAh set packed in

A practical car charger Rubby and Ray

Packing: Elegant carton box

Materials: Glass, plastic

Measurements: 258x258x45 mm

mechanism.

cover. It is equipped with a silent quartz

anodized aluminum frame and a glass

Modern Colorissimo wall clock with a black

WALL CLOCK
SAINT-TROPEZ (WS04)

SILENT

ANODIZED A

to its layer of chromium oxide

Color anodization is perfect coloring
of the metal. The surface is not only
very corrosion resistant thanks to

• slip resistant surface
• UV resistance

color and stays clean.

surface sealing, but it also retains

Color anodization
• satin touch ﬁnish

Anodization

Al

• completely recyclable

• long-lasting

ABS plastic ﬁnish

• fully recyclable

itself

• corrosion-resistant and protects

• resistance to chemical and heat

• high resistance to corrosion due

• impact-resistant and extremely
strong

Stainless steel

Aluminium

:;,,3

:;(053,::
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• lightweight, yet extremely stable
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A very robust, multi-purpose tool made

of stainless steel with rubberized surface.

The Safe Tool Lock effectively protects

against opening and injury.

surface.

Generates a focused light beam and

zoom up to 5 meters. Generates an

Materials: metal, rubber

emergency. 3 x AAA batteries included.

Packing: polyester pouch & elegant

Measurements: 105x45x23 mm

allows shattering of the glass in case of

alarm light (strobe). The special design

rubberized

quality

with

Led Flashlight Rubby made from high

steel

LARGE MULTITOOL
RUBBY (MM04)

LED TORCH RUBBY
(MT02)

quality aluminum. Generates a focused light

beam and zoom up to 5 meters. Generates

an alarm light (strobe). The special design

allows shattering of the glass in case of

hilt. It features a built-in knifes, scissors,

corkscrew, screwdriver and nail ﬁle. It is

made of anodized metal to guarantee

reliability and durability.

Materials: metal

Measurements: 105xØ30 mm

emergency. 3 x AAA batteries included.

Led Flashlight Colorado made from high

Colorado pocket knife with a folding

Measurements: 91x32x11 mm

LED TORCH
COLORADO (MT01)

POCKET KNIFE
COLORADO (MA01)

• alarm light (strobe)

• focused light beam

• zoom up to 5 meters

• knife

• screwdriver

• small knife

• small ﬂat screwdriver

• saw

Materials: stainless steel, anodized metal

Measurements: 105x45x23 mm

opening and injury.

The Safe Tool Lock effectively protects against

of the 13 most basic and useful tools in one.

stainless steel. Colorado multi-tool comprises

A very robust, multi-purpose tool made of

LARGE MULTITOOL
COLORADO (MM02)

• wire cutter

belt cutter

against opening and injury.

blade . The Safe Tool Lock effectively protects

breaker – with super persistent tungsten

a scissor belt with double blade and window

Unique tool with three functions. It features

EMERGENCY CAR
KNIFE EXTREME 3in1
(MK01)

glass breaker

protection

against

corrosion.

Materials: anodized metal

Measurements: 113x33x23 mm

opener, and a set of screwdrivers.

The knife includes a toolbox, can and bottle

oxidation

steel, with a smooth, polished edge and

Folding knife Colorado made of stainless

FOLDING KNIFE
COLORADO (MM01)

Printing: L

Packing: protective pouch

Materials: anodized metal, 3Cr13 stainless steel

Measurements: 175x105x25 mm

original look.

with an axe, among other tools, which gives it an

steel. It has an aluminium handle and is equipped

An extremely functional tool made of stainless

AXE MULTIFUCTION
TOOL (MH01)

Measur

in multif

among

An 8-fu

DE
TOO

Materials: metal, glass

Measurements: 150x150x35 mm

Available in 9 colours.

and a pocket knife. Packed in elegant box.

Set Colorado I includes a LED ﬂashlight

SET: LED TORCH
AND A POCKET KNIFE
(MSET03)

Available in 9 colours.

outdoor activities. Packed in elegant box.

ﬂashlight and a large multitool, perfect for

Durable Colorado kt includes a LED

SET: TORCH
& LARGE MULTITOOL
COLORADO (MM02/
MT01)

Printing: UV, T, L

Packing: elegant carton box

stainless steel, wolfram metal

Materials: ABS + polycarbonate, 3Cr13

Measurements: 150x150x35 mm

box. Available in 8 colours.

Printing: L

Packing: black elegan

Materials: metal, glass

Measurements: 150x1

in elegant box. Availa

Robust Rubby kit for

SET: MULTIT
TORCH RU

LIGHT
& DURABLE

KEEP WARM

WINDPROOF

BREATHABLE

Jacket made of windproof fabric
are designed for demanding use.

LIGHT & DURABLE

What softshells do best is keeping
you warm and dry in windy or damp
weather, and you’ll ﬁnd yourself
reaching for it at many other
times as well.

WARM

Jacket made of windproof fabric
are designed for demanding use.
It provides great wind protection.

10 000

WINDPROOF

Jacket made of breathable fabric
to allow moisture vapor to be
transmitted through the material.

10,000 g/m2:

BREATHABLE

jackets

t

10000

WINDPROOF

10000

BREATHABLE

Measurements: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

resistant to wind materials.

zippers, and are made of breathable and

These lightweight jackets have reliable YKK

keeping active in harsh conditions outdoors.

extra warmth and weather protection when

The Colorissimo Softshell jacket provides

WOMEN’S SOFTSHELL
JACKETS (DJ2)

YKK ZIPPER

warm breathable material

practical inner
pockets

velcro closure

water-resistant coating

f

YKK ZIPPER

Measurements: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL

resistant to wind materials.

zippers, and are made of breathable and

These lightweight jackets have reliable YKK

keeping active in harsh conditions outdoors.

extra warmth and weather protection when

The Colorissimo Softshell jacket provides

MEN’S SOFTSHELL
JACKETS (DJ1)

10000

WINDPROOF

warm breathable material

practical inner
pockets

velcro closure

water-resistant coating
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bags &
backpacks

NYLO
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Material: nylon 400D + nylon,

Measurements: 310x210x110 mm

summer vacations and for the gym.

and compact – perfect for business trips,

and a handheld metal hook. Lightweight

chamber with compartments for toiletries

Toiletry bag Master which has a large

TOILETRY BAG MASTER
(FT41)

hanging hook

useful

nylon

durable

Material: nylon 400D + nylon,

Measurements: 500x250x270 mm

pocket with zipper closure.

main compartment and a smaller external

It is equipped with a shoe pocket, roomy

materials resistant to abrasion and lightness.

Sports bag Master made of super-durable

SPORT & TRAVEL BAG
MASTER (LS41)

AIR
CHANNEL

top handle and air channel system on the back.

drinking botlles, padded shoulder straps, back and

accesories including key fob, dual side pockets for

tablet pocket, front pocket organization for smaller

following: separate padded laptop compartment,

laptop when travelling. This backack features the

Laptop backpack Colorissmo perfectly secures the

COLORISSIMO LAPTOP
BACKPACK 14’ (LPN420)

r

AIR
CHANNEL

Measurements: 260x130x380 mm

Perfect for short trips.

zipped pocket on the front of the backpack.

with an internal organiser, as well as 1 small

side mesh pockets and 1 main pocket

outlet, breathable back, reﬂective elements,

Sport backpack Flash S has a headphone

SPORT BACKPACK
FLASH S (LPN550)

HEADPHONES
CABLE OUTPUT

r

AIR
CHANNEL

Measurements: 480x140x310 mm

polyester cover. Perfect for longer trips.

small, functional inside pocket organizer, rain

system, reﬂective elements, headphone outlet,

a reinforced and padded back with air ﬂow

of high-quality materials. The backpack has

Very functional traveller’s backpack made

OUTDOOR BACKPACK
FLASH (LPN501)

LOGO

rain protection

perfect for outdoor
activities

s

Practical and elegant Mistral travel bag

with a capacity of 31 liters. The capacity can

be increased to 42 liters with the use of two

zippers. It has a large main compartment with

a rigid bottom, and two smaller pockets

in front. The bag is equipped with YKK-

class zippers.

equipped with a slide-out handle. On the

back, it has an additional handle that allows

it to be attached to a suitcase frame. Inside,

there is a small organizer for utensils. It is

equipped with a detachable shoulder strap

and high-quality YKK zippers.

MISTRAL EXTENDED
TRAVEL BAG (LS200)

Practical and elegant Mistral beauty case

MISTRAL BEAUTY CASE
(LK200)

expandable

Measurements: 400x310x150 mm

The bag can be attached to a suitcase frame.

compartment and two smaller front pockets.

be used as a backpack. It includes a main

slide-out backpack shoulder straps it can also

with a capacity of 21 liters. Thanks to the

Practical and elegant Mistral shoulder bag

MISTRAL 3in1 BACKPACK
& TRAVEL BAG (LP200)

backpak

travel bag

casual bag

3in1

a rigid laptop pocket and one zippered

compartment for A4 documents.

In front, there are two smaller pockets for

accessories. It has soft handles, metal swivel

hooks and a padded adjustable strap.

hooks and a padded adjustable strap.

accesories. It has soft handles, metal swivel

of one main zippered compartment with

The bag features an exterior front pocket for

Measurements: 430x320x110 mm

Laptop & document bag Voyager consists

extra space for A4-size documents.

VOYAGER LAPTOP
& DOCUMENT BAG
(LLN600-BL)

partment with a padded laptop pocket and

Laptop bag Voyager offers a single com-

VOYAGER LAPTOP
BAG (LLN601-BL)

& documents

for laptop

compartments

two

bag

laptop

compartment

one

backpack

business

contemporary

modern &

Materials: 1680

Measurements:

zipper pulls and

channel syste

space for doc

compartment

for strength a

with EVA foam.

Large, spaciou

(LPN600

& DOCU

VOYAGE

fast s

s
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umbrellas

(double aut

D
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carrying case is included. Packed in a protective cover.

a nice feeling. It is ideal for women’s handbags. The

handle is covered with ABS plastic for a safe grip and

wind system. The frame is made from metal and the

with DAS (Double Automatic System) and an anti-

A very robust umbrella from the Cambridge collection

FULL AUTOMATIC
UMBRELLA CAMBRIDGE
(US20)

Step 2: umbrella is open

(double automatic system)

Step 3: press the button to close

Step 1: press the button to open

Materials: Poliester pongee

Measurements: ø 870 mm

Packed in a protective cover.

colors and a modern shape.

handle. The combination of two classical

with 8 panels, a steel frame and a rubberized

An automatic two-color umbrella Saint-Tropez,

SAINT TROPEZ
UMBRELLA (UP30)

Packed in protective pouch.

cotton. This umbrella covers up to 4 adults.

the highest quality polyester mixed with

size and fashionable design. It is made of

Imperial umbrella delights with the form,

UMBRELLA IMPERIAL
max. 4 ADULTS (UP40)

FIBER GLASS

Printing: S

Packing: protective pouch

Materials: cotton-polyester mix, metal

Measurements: ø 1020 mm

makes it an timeless gift and long lasting.

is at the highest standards. It’s classy design

This high tech accessory for business people

UMBRELLA OXFORD
(UP10)

P

P

M

M

s

SAFIANO
LEATHER

German Ink

ORIGINAL
18 / 24 CARAT GOLD

YKK Zipper

fashion
accesories

N

YKK zippers

Materials: Saffiano leather, metal, 18K Gold,

Measurements: 175x110x50 mm

choice for any woman.

YKK zipper covered with 18K gold. Great gift

Saffiano leather. It has a high-quality snag-free

Elegant cosmetic bag Lilly made of original

COSMETIC BAG LILLY
(STN90)

engraving.

plate covered with 18 carat gold, - perfect for

cards and documents. There is small metal

a case for coins as well as 10 pockets for credit

In spite of its size it is very capacious. Includes

Small wallet made of original Saffiano leather.

SMALL WALLET &
CARDHOLDER LILLY
(SPN40)

Materials: Pebble leather, metal, 18K Gold,

Measurements: 90x140x30 mm

inside it is made of polyester resistant to dirt.

resistant to abrasion and tear. The coating

with distinctive texture which is extremely

Small wallet made of pebble grained leather

SMALL WALLET
& CARDHOLDER
MARTINE (SPN41)

*colours available only for ballpoint pens

Extravagant, high-quality writing accesories from Verazza Gold collection. The glossy black surface

BALLPOINT PEN VERAZZA GOLD (PDN19BLG)*
ROLLERBALL PEN VERAZZA GOLD (PKN19BLG)
FOUNTAIN PEN VERAZZA GOLD (PPN19BLG)
VERAZZA GOLD SET: BALLPOINT PEN & ROLLERBALL PEN
(PDN19BLG/PKN19BLG)

24 CARAT GOLD

of Authenticity

Certiﬁcate
Printing: L

Packing: black elegant box & white gift carton

Materials: metal, chrome

pen contrasts perfectly with the silver ﬁnish.

Extravagant, high quality writing accesories from Verazza Silver collection. The glossy black surface of the

VERAZZA SILVER BALLPOINT PEN (PDN19BL)
VERAZZA SILVER ROLLERBALL PEN (PKN19BL)
VERAZZA SILVER FOUNTAIN PEN (PPN19BL)
VERAZZA SILVER AUTOMATIC PENCIL (PN19BL)

Measurements: 90x130x20 mm

a metal zipper.

In addition, the case has a metal keychain and

card, multiple payment cards and banknotes.

accommodate car registration certiﬁcate, ID

Very capacious wallet Conrad. It will easily

DOCUMENTS & KEY
HOLDER CONRAD
(SON60)

LEATHER

Materials: polyester, cowhide leather

Measurements: 100x110x10 mm

vehicle registration certiﬁcate slots.

banknote compartments, 6 credit card and

colored material insert. It includes 2 large

men. It’s made of cowhide leather, with

Functional wallet Conrad for demanding

CONRAD LEATHER
WALLET (SPN60)

LEATHER

*colours available only for ballpoint pens

Stylish, solid writing accesories with a classic design, covered with genuine 24ct gold

CORDOBA GOLD BALLPOINT PEN (PDN22BLG)*
CORDOBA GOLD FOUNTAIN PEN (PPN22BLG)
CORDOBA GOLD ROLLERBALL PEN (PKN22BLG2)
CORDOBA GOLD SET BALLPOINT PEN & FOUNTAIN PEN
(PDN22BLG/PPN22BLG)

24 CARAT GOLD

of Authenticity

Certiﬁcate
Printing: L

Packing: black elegant box & white gift carton

Materials: metal, chrome

with blue cartridge (the quality of German ink).

Stylish, solid writing accesories with a classic look, covered with a double layer of chrome

CORDOBA SILVER BALLPOINT PEN (PDN22BL)*
CORDOBA SILVER FOUNTAIN PEN (PPN22BL)
CORDOBA SILVER ROLLERBALL PEN (PKN22BL)
CORDOBA SILVER AUTOMATIC PENCIL (PN22BL2)
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